
Nap in nature Cover your eyes, chill out & take a nap in the long 
grass; let the birds and the bees serenade you to 
sleep  

Hush in a hide Loads of nature reserves have special places to spot 
wildlife called 'hides': find your nearest one, sit quietly 
and see what you can spot 

Explore the wild world 
nearby

Check out your nearest nature reserve, park or 
churchyard; what wildlife lurks nearby that you never 
knew about? 

Accessorise with natural 
jewels

Use beautiful ‘weeds’ like dandelions or daisies to 
brighten up any outfit – in button holes, hair or on 
bracelets 

Discover the urban jungle The urban jungle is full of unexpected wildlife: what 
will you spot? Crafty foxes, squawking parakeets or 
noble stag beetles! 

Follow a bumblebee You’ll need your eyes & ears to keep up as they journey 
from flower to flower  

Lift up a log Look under fallen logs to discover weird and wonderful 
creepy crawlies 

Search for mini wildness Lichens growing on walls, forests of moss on the sides of 
trees & flowers flourishing in pavements 

Meander with a river Stroll along the riverside looking for water voles, swans 
and kingfishers. If you’re really lucky, you might find 
the tracks of an otter 

Keep an eye out for 
newborns

Watch out for young rabbits, graceful cygnets & garden 
birds feeding flightless fledglings 

Survey like a scientist Be a Citizen Scientist and help conservation by 
reporting your sightings 

Ring with an expert It takes years of dedication to learn to ring birds, but a 
demonstration will let you see birds up close and in the 
hand 

Detect for bats Look for bats! Use a detector to hear their private 
conversations, as they echolocate to ‘see’ the world 
around them 



Watch a wild webcam Peek at ospreys, peregrines and other wildlife from 
afar, by tuning into an online webcam 

Track wild creatures Look for wild paw prints, owl pellets or even wild poo 
(!); you can take photos and identify them later or even 
create your own ink trap 

Sweep like an entomologist Use a net (a rockpooling net will do) to sweep through 
long grass and over bushes: catch bugs, identify them 
and then release them

Show off on a nature table Display wild treasures like feathers, fossils and bones on 
a table at work or school; use them to engage friends 
and colleagues with wildlife nearby 

Note your sightings List of species that you see from your window; you 
could compete with others for the best list or simply 
keep a wildlife diary for the year 

Learn wild birdsong Keep hearing the same birdcall in the garden? Look out 
for it calling to identify it or head online to listen to 
recordings 

Download a wild app Find your nearest nature reserve or wild event with our 
free app, or use citizen science apps to record your wild 
sightings when you’re out and about 

Spot a wild mammal From urban squirrels, foxes or deer to country hares, 
badgers and hedgehogs, mammals can be hard to spot 
but you can have amazing encounters when you do 

Hunt woodland beauties Head to the woods to enjoy some of Britain’s most 
dramatic butterflies in the summer; they’ll be floating 
around the tops of brambles or high up in the treetops  

Identify a wildflower Take notes on what it looks like or even take a quick 
field sketch; use a book or the internet when you get 
home to identify it 

Bake a wild treat Use wildlife as your baking inspiration: you could make 
a gingerbread bird box; some butterfly shaped biscuits; 
hedgehog bread or even a caterpillar-shaped cake!  

Lunch in the wild Pack a picnic and take it outside to share with friends 
on a blanket, bench or under a tree 



Mix a wild cocktail Use wild mint, elderflowers or borage to add a wild 
twist to your summer cocktails, or use damsons or sloes 
to flavour gin in the autumn 

Harvest a wild salad Add some wild berries, edible flowers or hedgerow 
herbs to your summer salad  

Cook in the sunshine Use a barbeque to cook up your dinner meal or create a 
makeshift kitchen outside: prepare salad or chop 
veggies in the sunshine 

Grow borage for bees Bees love the nectar of borage and the flowers are 
striking, blue and aromatic. They’ll attract bees into 
your garden and you can freeze the flowers to use in 
Pimm’s 

Taste wild elderflowers Use the flowers to make refreshing cordial using water, 
sugar and freshly squeezed lemon, and flavour water, 
lemonade or even sparkling wine 

Spice up with wild garlic It grows in woodlands, has strong aroma & long flavour-
filled leaves! Add it to a salad or pesto for a summery 
kick. 

Feel the sting of nettle soup You can make a tasty soup using fresh veggies, stock 
and carefully handpicked wild nettles 

Brew a leafy tea Use dandelion roots and leaves, wash them carefully 
and stew in water to create a refreshing, healthy brew 

Go local for dinner Cut your carbon footprint: buy milk, eggs and 
vegetables from local farmers. It’s better for you and 
you’re doing your bit for the environment 

Tune in by switching off Can you turn off all electronic gadgets today? It’ll help 
you tune into wildlife. 

Tickle your toes Squelch your toes in grass, sand, mud or dangle them in 
a cool stream: how many wild landscapes can you feel 
through the soles of your feet? 

Play under the stars If you have an instrument take it out on a warm night: a 
guitar, flute or violin is perfect – maybe leave the piano 
inside though! 



Go cloud crazy Your imagination is the artist. What shapes can you see? 
Kick back with friends and see what pictures you can 
create. 

Indulge in a natural facemask Combine crushed freshly picked mint leaves with a 
touch of natural honey and yoghurt to create a smooth 
paste, and use it to refresh your skin 

Paddle in rockpools Explore a mini sea in search of crabs, fish, shells and 
starfish. Be gentle with all creatures and put it all back 
where you found it 

Read a wild book Find a book about wild creatures or a special wild 
place; take it outside and have some well-earned ‘me’ 
time 

Dance in a downpour Unleash your inner wild child, jump in the puddles and 
rock some moves in a downpour 

Admire the setting sun Long summer evenings are perfect for soaking up 
nature. Find a view to the west and watch the sky turn 
crimson, pink and golden 

Inhale a wild scent Take a few seconds in your day to inhale a wildflower, 
the scent of a fragrant bush or sweet ‘petrichor’ – fresh 
rain on the dry ground 

Drift off (or wake up!) to wild 
sounds

Record and playback soothing sounds of nature (like 
bird song or crashing waves) to send you to sleep – or 
use for a natural alarm clock! 

Enjoy a late night concert Let your ears see what's around: hooting owls & barking 
foxes? You could even use a blindfold to really immerse 
yourself in the darkness 

Make a wild splash Go kayaking or wild swimming in a river, lake or the sea 

Cuddle your favourite tree Work out if it’s ancient - the wider your hug, the older 
it is! 

Sleep under the stars Set up camp for the night and immerse yourself in the 
wild: when you wake up, you'll hear the dawn chorus & 
watch the sun rise 

Gaze at the moon Use binoculars to scan the surface of the moon at night; 
search for craters, shadows and detail 



Change your perspective Rather than looking down at your phone, give your neck 
a rest and search for birds in unusual places: kittiwakes 
nesting on buildings or wagtails hunting on rooftops

Birdwatch on your bike Pedal around your local patch and make a note of birds 
you encounter 

Walk on the wild side Alter the walk to work, school or with the dog to take 
in a wild place 

Climb for a wild view Challenge yourself and scale the summit of your nearest 
hill or peak to enjoy a really wild view

Strike a wild pose Test your balance by striking yoga poses in wild places; 
there are even classes in cities where you can join 
outdoor meditation groups 

Workout in the wild Change your daily or weekly exercise route to take in 
wild places; if you do indoor aerobics, why not do them 
in the garden? 

Pen a wild poem Use a haiku or sonnet to recreate a wild experience 

Forge a daisy chain Pick daisies and thread their stems together to create a 
wild bracelet or hair crown 

Create a wild work of art Using leaves, pinecones, feathers & twigs, create a wild 
picture. Leave it in the wild for someone else to find 
 

Snap a wild photograph Use a camera or phone to snap a wild photograph: you 
could go macro and get up close to wild creatures or 
zoom out for a panoramic view 

Balance rocks on the beach Find big, round, flat rocks and stack them on a beach in 
interesting shapes and formations 

Compile a wild playlist Download songs that remind you of your favourite wild 
places or that have wild themes 

Sketch a wild landscape Take a sketch pad outside and use nature as your muse 

Set a wild ringtone Record birds, insects or even waves to give your 
ringtone a makeover: it’ll take you back to the wild 
every time you get a call 

Mix up natural dyes Use berries, vegetable peelings and garden greens to 
make funky natural colours for materials 



Decorate with a mobile Use twigs, string and dried leaves (or paper birds) to 
create a wild and decorative hanging mobile 

Get crafty in the sunshine Crochet, sew or colour outside: let mindfulness become 
wildfulness! 

Go wild at work Hang up birdfeeders on a balcony, grow herbs in a 
window box or transform a lawn by encouraging 
wildflowers to grow 

Take a break in nature Switch off your computer at lunch or in the evening and 
relax outside; that first cuppa of the morning tastes 
amazing in the wild 

Share what makes you wild Share a photo, poem, tweet or story about wildlife with 
your social media friends and followers 

Blog about the wild Share your wild adventures with friends by writing 
about them on a blog: people will love to read your 
stories 

Invite a friend into nature A wild wander makes a lovely alternative to a café or a 
shopping trip: it’s cheaper, more personal and more 
relaxing 

Map your wild neighbourhood Draw a map of your local neighbourhood and mark 
where you see wildlife; you could get really 
adventurous and mark out places to encourage wildlife 
or get neighbours involved 

Organise a wild outing Got a team away day coming up? Or maybe a hen or 
stag party? Take it out into the wild 

Fall in love with nature Take a date to a wild place: the birds & bees will be 
buzzing! 

Be in it to win it Challenge your friends to spot as many species as 
possible in an hour 

Sail downstream Make a bark boat and set it sail on a stream: how far 
will it travel?  

Scale to great heights Climb a sturdy tree in parks or woodland and get a 
bird's eye view of the world 

Form a grass brass band Use a thick blade of grass between your thumbs to 
make the sound of a trumpet



Race to find a rainbow Race friends to find the colours of the rainbow: 
ladybirds, butterflies, leaves, damselflies or blue tits – 
nature is bright and beautiful 

Follow a nature trail Set up a treasure hunt and search for wild things like 
feathers or bones 

Hide and seek in the wild Hide and seek is still the top wild game: find a park or 
woodland, pick who's on, and then race to hide behind 
trees and in bushes 

Plant a mini nature reserve Use a plant pot, compost, a little pot of water and a 
piece of decaying wood to create a potted nature 
reserve 

Go slow with snails When it's been raining, capture snails in the garden: 
mark their shells with a tiny dot of waterproof paint  

Build a wild hideout Build a den or teepee in a wood or even in your 
backyard. Use branches with bracken or just a rope and 
sheet 

Celebrate the humble stick Pooh stick, lightsabre or wand? Think of 100 things to do 
with a stick 

Tell wild stories Use nature to inspire your characters, setting and plot; 
create the wildest story you can with nature as your 
muse 

Picnic with the birds Prepare a bird feast with fruit, cheese and seeds – what 
do they really enjoy? 

Scatter seedbombs Throw seeds and soil in hard to reach places to spread 
wildflower love in unusual areas 

Think before you buy Make eco-friendly choices for soap, washing up liquid 
and washing liquid and stop chemicals reaching our seas 

Pick up litter Sweep the area for rubbish and pop it in the bin; you 
could team up with neighbours, colleagues and friends, 
too  

Ditch your disposables Buy a reusable coffee cup and a water bottle to cut 
down on waste; make sure you take them with yuo 

Volunteer your wild time Enjoy wildlife every month by volunteering with your 
Wildlife Trust 



Become a wildlife champion Write a letter telling your local MP or newspaper why 
nature matters! 

Save a wild life If you find a house guest inside (a scary spider, buzzing 
fly or even a mouse) catch it and release it outside. 
Don’t kill it! 

Sow a wild meadow Plant a nectar-rich mini meadow for damsels, dragons 
and peacocks in your garden

Share a drink with butterflies Create a butterfly buffet! Serve up sugar water and 
overripe fruit on a tray outside and watch them soak up 
the sweetness  

Construct a bug hotel Construct a bug hotel with lots of hiding places and 
holes for insects out of garden debris: bricks, roof tiles, 
pallets and plant cuttings 

Start a compost heap Use veggie peelings, grass cuttings and leaf litter to 
make eco-compost, perfect for fertilising your garden 
and cutting down on household waste 

Let it grow wild Mark out a metre of lawn, don’t mow and watch it 
grow; you could even create a sign to let nosey 
neighbours know what you’re doing  

Build a hedgehog highway Work with neighbours to cut a hole in your fence for 
hedgehogs; they need highways to travel through and a 
little bit of teamwork can go a long way 


